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l. - Introduction.
Le terme « guai » est une expression du vieux mission des Instituts de recherches de poursuivre
français appliquée encore aujourd'hui, dans le Pas-de- longuement des observations en séries. Celles-ci
Calais, aux harengs de tout âge qui ont récemmentfournissent des bases solides à l'investigation et
évacué leurs oufs et leur laitance. Les termes « ijle », deviennent souvent révélatrices.
haring et « scheen » haring lui correspondent respec- Ces remarques nous décident à réunir en un
tivement en flamand néerlandais et dans le dialecte fascicule des Annales de l'Institut Maritime les
des pêcheurs de la côte Belge. communications successives que nous avons présen-
On observe depuis longtemps qu'un rassemble - tées chaque année au Conseil International pour
ment de ces harengs « vides » se forme chaque année l'Exploration de la Mer, depuis la publication de
au voisinage de la côte, entre le Cap Gris-Nez et notre premier mémoire sur le Hareng dans lequel
l'Escaut. Ils y restent pendant environ 3 mois, de nous avons exposé l'état des questions et celui des
décembre à mars, et y donnent lieu à une pêcherie méthodes telles qu'elles se présentaient en 1931 (1).
spéciale assez importante exercée surtout par des Cette réunion permettra aux chercheurs de se rendre
navires Belges, de moyenne et de petite dimension. plus aisément un compte exact de la complexité
Cette concentration très intéressantepar elle des questions qui ont été abordées ou qui ont surgi
même prend une importance particulière au point au cours des recherches.
de vue de l'étude biologique générale de l'espèce. Les organisateurs et, plus tard, les exécutants
Celle-ci trouve, en effet, une circonstance exception- de notre vaste plan d'observations continues, océano-
nellement favorable au progrès de ses recherchesgraphiques, météorologiques et biologiques, dans le
dans le fait du retour périodique d'une aggrégatlon Sud de la Mer du Nord et dans la Manche trouve-
presque pure d'individus d'âge divers, mais traver- ront aussi, plus facilement, dans ce fascicule, des
sant tous la même phase bien déterminée de leurindications au sujet des corrélations existantes entre
évolution annuelle. Ce retour très régulier rend les variations de l'état physique de la mer et celles
possible rétablissement d'un service continu d'ob- des conditions biologiques des régions affectées.
servations méthodiques conforme aux exigences de Un exemple remarquable de ce genre de
la Science moderne qui réclame l'examen de grandscorrélation vient d'être signalé par le DR. J. N. CAR-
nombres d'individus et des observations maintes
fois répétées et contrôlées, dans le but de mini- (l) G. GILSON. Recherches sur la Biologie du Hareng
miser l'effet des causes d'erreur et d'éviter les « gaui» et sur sa pêcherie entre Ostende et le Cap Gris-Nez
conclusions hâtives, souvent boîteuses. C'est la Annales de l'Institut maritime. Mémoire n° l.
4RUTHERS, du Fisheries Laboratory de Lowestoft,Mais les résultats obtenus dans ces conditions grâce
entre la variation du' volume d'eau de la Manche à de laborieux efforts ne font que rendre plus
introduit dans la Mer du Nord et celle de l'abon- évidente la nécessité de moyens plus puissants.
dance du hareng guai indiquée par nous dans les Loin de nous Vidée de présenter la simple
concentrations côtières hivernales. Les graphiques réunion des notices exposant le progrès de nos in-
de ces deux variations se suivent avec une régula- vestigations annuelles comme une étude complète
rite remarquable pendant une séries d'années. (l) On de notre hareng méridional. Pareille étude devrait
verra de plus en plus que les Services chargés de exposer, rapprocher et commenter les beaux résul-
l'observation des conditions physiques et biologiques tats obtenus par LE GALL, qui en a fait une étude
de la mer se rendent une mutuelle assistance et spéciale, et toutes les observations océanographiques
qu'il incombe aux Pouvoirs Publics d'en assurer et biologiques faites dans la Manche, dans le Détroit
l'exécution et la continuité. et dans la Mer Flamande, par LE DANOIS, FORD,
Il faut donc que l'Institut maritime poursuive TESCH, BUCKMANN, HODGSON, CARRUTHERS, LUMBY,
les séries de minutieuses observations qu'il a conduites, GRAHAM et beaucoup d'autres.
depuis 8 ans, sur un objet aussi remarquable que Nos divers travaux ici rassemblés ne forment
le hareng guai et aussi intéressant pour la petite qu'une modeste contribution à l'étude de la biologie
pêcherie. encore pleine de mystère, du hareng qui passe dans
Sans doute, il est bien des points de la biologie notre région une période de repos et de reconsti-
de notre hareng méridional qui ne pourront être tution post partum.
élucidés que par l'emploi constant d'un navire de Au texte de ces communications présentées en
recherche bien adapté et disponible à tout instant langue anglaise au Conseil international de Copen-
pour le travail en mer. hague nous n'ajouterons que quelques notes expli-
Cependant nous croyons avoir montré qu'il est catives ou complétives. Elles aideront le lecteur à
certaines parties de la biologie qui peuvent être au suivre le développement des faits acquis sur la
moins partiellement investiguées à l'aide de moyens biologie et la pêcherie du hareng guai, ainsi que
simples, tels que l'analyse des matériaux de pêcherie. d'apprécier certaines interprétations qu'il nous arrive
d'en donner.
La connaissance des langues principales étant
(l) Voir : J. N. CARRUTHERS. Fluctuation in the Herrigg aujourd'hui suffisamment répandue dans les milieux
oftheEast Angîian Autumn Fishery, the Yield of the Ostend scientifiques, nous nous abstiendrons de faire subir
spent Herring Fishery and the Haddock of the North Sea, - au texte de ces communications le traitement cor-
in the Light of relevant Wind Conditions. Cons. Internat. Rap-
rupteur de la traduction.ports et Procès-Verbaux. Appendices. 1938.
Il . - Remarques sur les observations el les études réunies
dans ce fascicule.
l. Les Classes d'Age. La Fluctuation des classes est la variation du
pourcentage moyen d'individus d'une classe d'âge suivie
Il est rappelé que l'âge du hareng et d'autres dans la succession des années. Ainsi, la fluctuation
poissons peut être déterminé par l'examen de l'é- de la classe de III ans, par exemple, s'échelonne
caille. sur la lre colonne à gauche sur toute la hauteur de
L'ensemble des individus nés la même annéel'escalier biologique figure p. 26 et 27.
forme une Classe d'age. On peut aussi appliquer le terme à la variation
de la richesse totale d'une concentration annuelle ;
2. L'Escalier biologique du Hareng guai. c'est la fluctuation de l'abondance du hareng dans les
t t
C'est ainsi que nous appelons le diagramme saisons successives.
columnaire indiquant les variations du pourcentage L.'Oscillation est un terme proposé par nous en
des individus- de chacune des classes d'âge compo- 1935 pour désigner la variation du pourcentage des
sant les concentrations annuelles consécutives. Un individus d'une même génération considérée dans la
gradin est ajouté à cet escalier, chaque année, après succession des années depuis sa première apparition
la clôture de la saison. L'escalier complet, arrêté jusqu'à son extinction. Fig. p. 26 et 27.
en 1938, est reproduit p. 26 et 27, sous une forme amé- Tandis que la fluctuation peut être affectée par
Uorée le pourcentage y est indiqué en tête de la variation des actions externes, l'oscillation ne*»
chaque colonne et des flèches montantes ou des- dépend que de causes internes.
cendantes indiquent que le pourcentage est en crois- L'oscillation présente un caractère remarquable
sance ou en décroissance sur celui de l'année pré- dans notre concentration côtière : elle est normale-
cédente. ment en ascensionà la 4e année, - deuxième
4
apparition à la côte, puis elle devient descendante
3. Balancement des Pourcentages. jusqu'à la disparition totale vers la 15e année. Une
curieuse exception à cette règle se présente en 1937-
En lisant ces diagrammes columnaires il faut tenir 38 ; elle sera étudiée et commentée dans les commu-
compte du phénomène du balancement des pour-nications ultérieures.
centages. Ainsi, il ne faut pas penser que la décrois-
sance générale des colonnes à partir de la 5e trouve
5. Vertèbres.sa mesure exactement et uniquement dans la mor-
talité qui frappe toutes les générations. La variation Le nombre des pièces constituant la colonne
de chacune d'elles est, au contraire, influencée in- vertébrale est un caractère morphologique important.
versement par celle de toutes les autres colonnes. Ce nombre est constant chez beaucoup de Vertébrés.
En effet, la variation d'un pourcentage a toujours Chez le hareng il varie dans des limites restreintes.
une répercussion inverse sur tous les autres. Cette Certaines variantes supérieures ou inférieures au
règle élémentaire est parfois perdue de vue dans nombre typique 56,50, sont employées, avec d'autres
des travaux de statistique. La figure 2 du travail caractères, pour établir la diagnose de divers grou-
de 1935, p. 15, donne un exemple de cet effet de pements régionaux auxquels on donne le nom de
balancement à propos du gradin de la saison races, sans prendre ce terme dans son sens stricte-
1934-35. ment biologique.
L'étude de longues tables de numération de
4. Fluctuation et Oscillation. Vertèbres, dressées par nous-même et par d'autres
La signification attribuée à ces deux termes est observateurs, nous a conduit à proposer le terme
indiquée dans le texte des communications de 1935 « Indice vertébral » pour indiquer le nombre par
à 1938. rapport auquel se groupent les pourcentages d'in-
6dividus possédant les divers nombres de vertèbres bonne, avec un poids moyen de 7.600 kil. Ceci
observés. L'indice vertébral du hareng est 56,50. résulte de la puissance imprévue avec laquelle la
Nous avons proposé aussi les termes « Oligo- classe de 1929 a fait sa deuxième apparition, et c'est
spondyle » et « Polyspondyle » pour désigner les harengs grâce à cette puissance que le poids moyen a pu
possédant respectivement 56 vertèbres, ou un nombre être porté à 7.600 kil., malgré la faiblesse remar-
inférieur, et 57 vertèbres ou un nombre supérieur. quable de la classe de 1930 qui venait d'apparaître.
Ces divers points sont traités surtout dans notre Cette importance de la classe 1929 pendant la saison
premier mémoire, de 1931. Voir p. 34 et 43 (1). 1933-34, c'est-à-dire en une bonne année, permettait
de pronostiquer une forte saison pour 1934'-35. Mais
ici encore l'imprévu s'est produit la nouvelle6. Prévisions. (Forecasts.) .^
dasse,_ celle de 1931, a apparu avec le fort pouron-
La question des prévisions, toujours demandées tage de 24 %, et cette classe s'ajoutant à celle de
par l'industrie, apparaît de plus en plus ardue à 1929 qui n'en était encore qu'au premier stade de
mesure que progressent la connaissance de la mersa décroissance, a porté la concentration de 1934-35
et celle de la biologie marine. De nouvelles diffi- au plus haut degré de densité observé jusqu'ici,
cultes surgissent sans cesse et des causes d'erreur soit 14.632 kil. comme poids moyen d'une pêche.
insoupçonnées se révèlent. Il s'établit aujourd'hui Cet_exemple ne donne qu'une idée fort imparfaite
que certaines prédictions hardiment formulées autre- des difficultés de la supputation des possibilités de
fois, étaient basées sur des observations insuffi- la composition et de la puissance des concentrations
santés ou des faits mal interprétés et étaient aussi à venir. Trop de circonstances diverses peuvent
injustifiées que décevantes pour la pêcherie. Notre influencer la formation, la dispersion et la compo-
communication de 1933 contient certaines indications sition de ces groupements temporaires. Nous n'avons
au sujet des prévisions qui sont admissibles, pourvu qu'effleuré certains aspects des problèmes qui se
que le degré de probabilité qu'on y attache soit posent. Il faudrait encore pouvoir remonter dans
nettement indiqué et qu'une place soit laissée à l'histoire des classes jusqu'à l'origine première de
l'imprévu. On notera d'abord que des pourcentageschacune et rechercher si les classes progénitrices
obtenus au cours d'une saison donnée permettentétaient riches en individus et fécondes, puis si leur
de prévoir, dans une certaine mesure, les pourcen- ponte a été abondante et si l'éclosion des oufs a
tages de la saison suivante en tenant compte de été favorisée par l'état de la mer et si les larves
l'allure normale de l'oscillation et du balancement issues de ces oufs ont rencontré des conditions
des pourcentages. Mais, on ne peut jamais obtenir favorables de salinité, de température, de plancton
directement ainsi autre chose que des pourcentages, nourricier, de cheminement des eaux, etc., etc. Puis
données qui ne présentent qu'un intérêt secondaire il faudrait suivre ces jeunes générations dans leur
pour la pêcherie. Cependant, si on connaît l'histoire croissance pendant deux années, jusqu'à leur pre-
des saisons précédentes, on peut en tirer certaines mière apparition comme harengs guais, et observer
indications au sujet de la richesse ou de la pauvreté en même temps toutes les autres classes d'âge
probable de la concentration suivante. attendues sur les fonds de ponte et ensuite à la
Ainsi, par exemple, la classe née en 1929 a joué côte.
un rôle notable dans la saison 1932-33, avec un Toutes ces données pourront un jour être ob-
pourcentage de 24 % ; mais cette saison était très tenues grâce à l'organisation projetée d'un vaste
pauvre, car le poids moyen d'une pêche n'y était système d'observations océanographiques, météoro-
que 4.544 kil. On pouvait donc prévoir que la logiques et biologiques à faire à bord des bateaux-
saison suivante, 1933-34, serait aussi plutôt pauvre, phares et en certains points des côtes et complétp
tout en attachant une certaine importance à la forte par des croisières périodiques internationales.
proportion des harengs de 3 ans, classe de 1929 Mais seuls des Instituts consacrés aux recherches
qui y fait sa première apparition et qui en 1933-34 maritimes seront àmême d'en assurer l'exécution
devait encore en être au stade ascendant de son méthodique et la continuité et de poursuivre l'étude
oscillation. En fait, la saison de 1933-34 a dépassé ardue de la corrélation des phénomènes qui se pas-
cette prévision justifiable et s'est montrée assez sent en mer, où tout se tient et s'enchaîne.
(l) Soc. cit. p. 4.
l l. -- Observations and Studies on Spenl Herring
présentée! successively by G. GILSON,
to the Combinée! Nord Sea and Eastern Channel Commitlee.
I. Seasons 1930 to 1933
Récent observations on Spent Herrings and Remarks on Forecasting.
son ; this may be called qualitative forePARIS MAI 1933.
.
casting.
An interesting shoal of herrings accumulâtes every 2) Forecastoftheabundance or den-
year between the middle of December and the first sity of the shoal that is expected to concentrate in
days of March, along the continental coast, between the région in the course of the next season.
Cape Gris-Nez and the mouth of the Schelde. 3) Forecast of the abundance of the
They are nearly all « spent » at HJORT'S stage VIII same concentration which is expected to return three
ÏÏ. In 1930-31, 97,51 % were at that stage and years after the season considérée!. The last two may
none at all were « full ». Although spent herrlng is be called quantitative forecasting.
of inferior commercial value an important fishlng is Let us take an instance of each of the three
due to its appearance on the Belgian coast. In 1931, kinds of forecasts out of the diagram called « Biolo-
the quantity landed at Ostend amounted to more gical Scale » of spent herring.
than 18 million kg. sold by auction for the sum of Each of the three steps of this scale corresponds
12.616.891 fr. This successful fishing amounted to to one early season ; the columns are the percentage
more than 217 mill. individuals caught. The average of individuals in each class, that is the proportion of
weight of one fishing was 8,338 kg. (ships of all eacb class in a hundred herrings supposed to have
sizes included). been caught at random from the shoal. Six classes
We have been following without interruption, have played an important part in the concentration
the three successive fishing seasons 1930-31, 1931 of the season 1930-31 ; they are the classes born in
32 and 1932-33, and found that whilst the first the years 1922 to 1927. Herrings 3 and 4 years old
was remarkably rich the two latter were among the were enormously predominating, whilst a good pro-
poorest ever recorded. portion of older herrings was still présent, one
column only being rather poor ; that of the 1923
Spent Herrings Ostend. class which has always been a notoriously bad class
all over ths Southern North Sea, as clearly shownjF Quantity Number Average
Season in of weight of in several memoirs by JEAN LE GALL.t
kg. individuals one fishing l. Based on the figures of this diagram we
1927 28...... 3.857.383 44.745.643 4.739 have predicted that the diagram of the next season
1928 29... 12.121.953 130.614.655 11.545
would also show an important percentage
1929 30 11.282.163 130.873.091 7.302 of young herrings one year older, i. e. 4 and 5 years
1930 31 18.360.596 217.002.545 8.338 old respectively, and a moderately high percentage of
1931 32 3.353.455 34.976.536 5.435 older fish (6 tôt 9 years).
1932 33 2.673.185 29.405.035 4.515 The second step of the scale 1931-32 shows that
The results of thèse daily observations, during the the forecastwassuccessful. It shows also
said seasons, lead us to some remarks on forecasting that a new group of three years old herring appears
in fishery matters, which l shall try to expose very in our shoal with a falrly good proportion. From thls
briefly. second step of the diagram we could also foreseeï
The forecasts that one may attempt to formulate that the third season would still have a good, al-
in the case of a local herring fishery are three kinds : though reduced, proportion of young herring 5 and
l) Forecastofthe relative propor- 6 years of âge and a decreasing percentage of the
t i o n of each of the year classes for the next sea- older classes.
8In fact, we find in the season 1932-33 a still obtain probabllities eut of this kind of diagrams
good percentage of the two classes 1927 and 1926,when we have positive information âbout the history
that were predominating in the two previous sea- of certain classes. If some of the classes have played
sons, and all the older classes, on the right greatly an important part in one of more good seasons
/9i6S' passed, we may infer that there has been actually,
,927 ,950-3, an important number of individuals of those classes
l-^- //6 7 /'m/. at that time in the sea, and that the survivors of
that great shoal will still be numerous during the192.1-1-5 /92Î", /92J. next season.
<» *. t
As regards the season 1931-32 two classes,
t .. ^
. / t* l
1-2 ,92}l t » tt.-:;(; 1927 and 1926, having played an important part iniï °fos,. ;. %.». . - » o&ul-/ t rf »o6 the extremely rich season of 1930-31, we could^» » ODe .. . .
. oe.O /9S.Il »ï l
\- ,928 :"''!; n-o % ,920 reasonably forecast, not only a high percentage of°B I>l . 0. < "tï. f . ^f\/^>
young fish, but also a considérable absolute quantity,927
/9Î11,S2_ of herring and a good fishing.
[-f 78 In fact, however, the season 1931-32, immedia-Il,926 /n/m tely following one of the richest concentrations on.
1-î 19tt record, was an extremely poor on e. The rela-/
/92S l T II tive proportion of young herring was certainly in
i accord with the forecast ; but the average weight2. ,928
»»
.- *. .. ,92 i^.» ^
t
i
l
°^t
h-/ »0 ,91 f of one fishing, which is the only criterion of the
<
/ t ^ .h
0
û. B.e a abundance of fish in a shoal, dropped from 8,338 kg.
»T
0
#* 0 00l
0 .wv-^'i,929 .^.: Oû'o'll %K^»..\ in 1930-31, to some 5,000 kg. in 1931-32.' ~.1
9i9^ This is undoubtedly a remarkable instance of the/
\-tf- /932.-33 possible perturbations in the normal course of a blo-,927
,000 fn</, logical phenomenon. Its causes are unknov/n to us
i mïh-5 /92& but some may easily be guessed at ; one may befound in the magnitude of the transgressioni il l ofAtlantic water of high salinity pomted out
»
1 ».
1-2L 4 tfl*
i /92T. by the British hydrographers. The encounter of
*
*
« /.9itt
^ il
f f l St tf
t- /9So * '.'.^'' " B»' repulsive plankton Phaeocystis or others, might also
+ '.....' s*-.<>
t
have turned the herring from their usual way backt :x !ï 90 t> 1)1.
Age- II III IV v VI VII v II IX x to the breeding grounds.
groups :
1930-31 1931 32 1932 33 Another possible cause of the poverty of the con-
Total value, francs ... 13,008,930 3,642,806 2,446,867 centration of 1931-32 may have been the intense
per 100 kg. 71 108 91 fishing of 1930-31. The destruction of more than
for further détails : see Table.
217 mill. individuals may have heavily affected a
diminished. A peculiar feature that could not have community of herring which appears to be a rela-
been foreseen has appeared in the composition of the tively small one, never equal in size to the immense
shoal : the unusual importance of the new class of shoals of Northern North Sea. It seems possible
3 years old herring : 24 %. The column of 4 years that the concentration of 1930-31, although an
has also increased notably. The decrease of the extremely rich one, was too heavily taxed by the
six older classes is partly a conséquence of the in- excessive destruction in that fishing season.
crease of the percentage of the young ones (balan- 3. The second kind of quantitative forecasting
cing of percentages). is that of the abundance of herring in the third year
2. - About quantitative forecasting after a season just finished. This seems to be some-
let us remember first of all that the figures, in the what safer than the predictions for the immedia-
material we are dealing with, are all perce nt a - tely following season. especially when the two inter-
g e s and thèse percentages cannot forecast anything mediate seasons are also known and analysed. The
but percentages. No quantitative prediction can be reason is that the first génération to appear as a
directly drawn from our diagrams. However, we may notable élément of a returning shoal, is the class
9of three-year old herring, so that a given class is season 1930-31 we cannot be certain that the
always largely dépendent on the conditions of bree- breeding has been a success. As long as quanti-
tative data are not obtained about the larvae in theding in the season three ysars befbre.
Straits of Dover and in the South of the Southern.
Forecasts for the Season 1933-1934. Bight there is room for doubt about the success of
fecundation and hatching. Another uncertainty loomst
Although feeling very little inclination towards over the actual thriving of the larvae after the frail
maklng predictions, l consider it expédient to call creatures have been carried away by the currents.
attention to certain signes that seem to forecast an Salinity, température, plankton and currents may
abundance of y o u n g spent herrings in the next have been unfavourable, both at the time of hat-
ching and afterwards, and mortality may have beenseason along our coast.
The main considération for this forecast is that very great.
the next season will be the thlrd after the excellent Let us remember also that coastal concentrations
concentration of 1930-31. We may safely admit thatin a narrow passage of the sea are subject to great
the extremely numerous, spent, herring of that rich irregularities resulting frorn différent causes, among
season had glven birth, previously to their coming which may be mentioned the intensity and varia-
to our coast, to an immense number of larvae. bility of tidal currents in the Straits, the variable
Thèse are llkely to come back as young mature her- mixing which they cause between the différent
rings to breed in their turn and to accumulate masses of water, of plankton, of larvae and even of
afterwards for several weeks along our coast as spent adult herring belonging to the two varieties neigh-
bouring in the boundary area. Conditions more fa-herrings.
We may also consider in the diagrams the two vourable to forecasts are prevailing in open seas
intervening seasons 1931-32 and 1932-33, when like the East Anglian région or the broad part of
the Channel.two young classes, 1928 and 1929, were very well
représentée! by percentage in their fi-ist appearance, However, perturbations like the above mentioned,
which is always a promising feature. of what may be considérée! to be the normal course
of annual displacements are possible everywhere.
They show the necessity of continuous hydrogra-
Réservations. phical observations and they teach us, objectively,
It must, although, be kept in mind that hitches how cautious we must be when we décide to turn
are always possible and that no prediction is infal- prophets, if sincerely we wish to guide the fisher-
lible. Although the number of progenitors, and con- man to success and not to run the risk of leading
sequently the number of eggs, was enormous in the him dangerously astray
2
^
10
2. - Season 1933 1934.
Annual Concentration of Spent Herring along the French and Belgian
Coasts in 1933-1634.
COPENHAGUEJUNE 1934. 3. Another peculiarity of the season is the fact
simulataneously observed by Dr. TESCH, on the Dutch
An almost unmixed concentration of spent her- coast, and by Dr. BÙCKMANN, in the German Bight,
ring appears regularly every winter in the coastal ofthe extrême scarcity of young herring, in
région befrween Cape Gris-Nez and the Scheldt. the first post-larval stage that usually appear off
This phenomenon has been studied continually athe eastern part of the coast in May and June,
the Ostend laboratory since the year 1930, new whilst we, on the contrary, in and around the har-
séries being added every year to the « biological bour of Ostend noticed an extremely abun-
scale » of the visiting shoals (see diagram attached). d a n t concentration of post-larval herring either in
The prominent feature for last season, 1933-34, the pre-scaly stage or beginning to assume the charac-
was that the shoal remained, all the time, very far teristic silvery aspect. We found, by counting the
out in the western part of the coastal band, round vertebrae, that the catch made with a stramin-net
about Calais and Cape Gris-Nez, and even further contained only l % or 2 % of young sprat.
west in the Channel, and a long distance from the This unusual abundance of unscaled clupeids was
coast. As a conséquence small motor boats fromstriking enough to attract the attention of some
Ostend were prevented from carrying on a profitable fisbermen who considered the possibility of starting
fishery, on account of the cost of fuel. The spent a whitebait fishery, should they be pelentiful next
herring fishery of this year was in fact a complète year, for the English market, whitebait not being
fàilure as far as the fleet of small crafts using the consumed in Belgium.
« stroop-net » was concerned. The larger vessels, ho- 4. Three sets of corresponding facts may be
wever, contrived to make paying hauls with the noted : l. a scarcity of unscaled young herring i n
trawl in the West, and from thèse vessels we ob- t h e E a s t, German Bight and Dutch coast ;
tained for study 60 samples of spents in good con- 2. an abundance of thèse same young fish i n
dition. the West, Ostend and the Belgian coast ;
The result of the complète analysis of 1479 in- 3. the continuance in the extrême West,
dividuals leads us to the following remarks : of spent herring, the progenitors of thèse shoals
l. As shown by the diagram, the year-class 1929 of unscaled young.
attained, in the ultlmate séries added to the biolo- 5. The cause of the persistance of the seasonal
gical scale in 1933-34, the unusually high proportion shoal of spent herring in the west seems to be con-
of 52 7 %. nected with the small influx of Channel water into
2. An additional interest is imparted to this the North Sea as observed by British and French
striking feature by the fact that a very high percen- hydrographers, the annual submarine wave of At-
tage of that same class, 1929, has been noticed si- lantic water, warm, highly saline and unsuited to
multaneously by various observers, thus herring. This season there seems therefore to have
J. J. TESCH : 52.8 %; been no large migration to the Southern North Sea,
f. LE GALL : 50-60 %; the breeding concentration of herring, travelling from
G. GlLSON 52.7 %. the north may have caused them to penetrate lower*»
down the Channel, being there undisturbed by ad-This similarity of observations, made quite inde-
verse, physical conditions. The low vertebral averagependently in différent parts of the continental coast,
observed by LE GALL, TESCH and myself in allshows the efficiency of the scalimetric method, as
samples of southern herring, points to this conclu-well as the accuracy of the work done, and can be
sion,. This, as well as many other considérations,considered very satisfactory.
makes us anxious to obtain at an early date, com-
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t-2o /78S ""=r the Ërst years of its curriculum vitae :'fil,
/9Î.T. In the late summer several successive shoals,/s
/^iV ^ coming from a northeasterly direction, appear in the,92 5
l-10 /9iS région between the Hinders and the banks of the» ^ /?23ts.^ h
Si dance with LE GALL'S récent hypothesis, e o n t r a -
.
0 Thames estuary. They are neariy ripe and, in accor-+ + s . t»» .l* »+ *p ».+ + 0 0* .< *(/ » »+ .
.'/l .+. + » * 0,929 » f » n a t a n t in regard to the residual current of CAR-+ f »< 1f\^
1% S5 RUTHER'S. They travel South-West, until they meet^ /9Î2/5Î.h-2o Channel waters, sait, warm and unsuited to herring./92.7 ,0 0 0 iw/, At this point they stop their contranatant migration
1-/<"
llî.î and, gradually maturing and abstaining from food,i they simply keep swimming to and fro with the,92.6,^ ^+\-/0 + tti-yi tidal currents. When entirely matured, at stage VI,+.fi +. f-s 1+ /92.f ,922. they plunge into deeper water and reach the bottom^i ^/9i}.*- f l9-;..'.../93o f 0 in order to breed. The female lays its eggs, attaching»f + »» * .'^ t al /
% them to solid objects, burrowing more or less intoP-A 7.
the ground and often swallowing sand, broken shells,929
l\-w and even quantifies of herring eggs deposited ont .^ previous occasions.\-Vo After breeding they remain some time in a con-y, ^
y/%^V, dition of bodily weakness, drifting feebly with the\-îî y, y.y, '// /îW/^ tidal currents, taking no food and carried away more%%
l^3o /'r79in</. or less directly towards the continental coast, Inthat condition they are subjected to active fishing,l\-i^ mainly by Belgians, who have a market for spentl herring at Ostend. Meanwhile they rapidly recover,t- 2o
l fatten in their mesenteric lobes and reach the stagel /fi?\-/r VIII-II of HJORT. About the middle of Februarythey begin to take food again, consisting mostly, onil-10 92-t/ '9z.c our coast, of small copepods, especially Temorai + ,92^+. +.i longicornis, and, shortly, after, they become activelyTS' 1- .t-mo\ /9Z5
.f- +. /?23 denatant and swimming away with the residual+-fflt /A '.: ..-< :'. ï-h "-'...'.?.{ 3 current in a North-North Easterly direction, they/ .
Age- II III IV v VI VU VIII IX x soon disappear from the vicinlty of the coast. They
groups :
spend several months in some remote unknown
Biological Scale, 1933-1934. région, perhaps in a state of dispersion, feeding,
growing, and developing their gonads through stages
plete information from the extensive observations III, IV and V. After a while they become contra-
of the British hydrographers as well as the results natant again and swim South of lat. 52°. There, in
of the récent cruises of the French research vessel, some degree feeding and maturing rapidly to stage
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VI they concentrate in breeding shoals and move in an easteriy région they may pass the Belgian
towards the Channel in search of the above men-coast, still in a planktonic condition, and attain the
tloned breeding grounds. The shoals may intermix, shore-larval form only when they arrive further
in various proportions with Channel herring, distinct East, accumulating as whitebalt on the Dutch and
from the Southern North Sea herring mainly by the German coasts. After some weeks in the scaly
higher number of vertebrae, as pointed out by LE condition and growing rapidly to the size of 7 to
GALL, FORD and HODGSON. Interfecundation between10 cm. in the immédiate vicinity of the shore and
the two varieties, however, cannot occur frequently, in harbours or inlets, they leave the coast alto-
as the Channel herring appear to breed later than gether and are not seen again, except later on when
the Southern North Sea variety, and thrive in water they are caught in abundant numbers by fishermen,
with a higher sallnlty. According to thèse views, the intermixed in varying proportions with shoals of
position of the spawning grounds is not necessarlly sprat.
the same every year, and it is very important for Meanwhile, herring of the Channel type, wlth a
fishery information to locate them exactly by means hlgher vertebral mean, may have penetrated more or
of systematic dredgings, the présence of eggs and of less into the Southern Bight, along the English
stage VI and VII in the trawl of fishermen giving coast (LE GALL), very likely under the différent
entirely insufficient indications. They may be situated hydrologlcal conditions prevailing there. They may
in any position West of the Hinders or in the area be a really distinct local variety with a curriculum
of Sandettie-Ruytingen or even much further South, vitae somewhat diverging from those already des-
across the Straits, in the Channel. cribed. There can, however, be a divergence of
The new génération, issued from the spent her- views about the fate of that larval offspring which
ring stlll hoverlng in the spawning régions, is hat- is swept awày by the residual current, such as also
ched from the. bottom eggs in a short time and the occurs in the case of planktonic larvae of the
tiny larvae with yolk sac and passively planktonic, Southern North Sea variety. Do they afterwards
are carried away by the residual current. They soon separate and return to the Channel ? A long séries
loose thelr yolk sac and commence feeding on micro-of observations is required before the real affinity
plankton, growing in size and muscularity. Finally and relationship between the two groups can be
they transform themselves into shore larvae, and are definitely settled.
soon able to swim towards the coast aceumulating This attempt to summarize the successive phases
in certain places, in the form of whitebait, as they of the llfe-history of our southern herring is strictly
approach the scaly stage. It seems obvious that, conjecturai, and in no way dogmatic ; it is intended
when their birth place is situated far away in the to emphasize mainly the necessity of international
West as was the case in 1933-34, they may reachco-operation to solve the question of the annual
the stage of shore larvae in western points of the return of the Southern Herring and of the fréquent
coast, like Ostend, and fail to reach the North of checks in its migration.
Holland and the German Bight before becoming
scaly. Conversely, when the spawning grounds are
13
3. -- Season 1934-193S.
Herring Work in 1934-1935.
Spent Herring in the Coastal Zone of the Intermediate Channel North-Sea Région.
COPENHAGUEMAY 1935. III) Conversely, a class appearing in the shoal
with a low percentage in its third year generally
As emphasized on previous occasions, the shoal attains only a small proportion in the fourth and
of herrlngs that regularly visits the French and rapidly decreases in the following years, see classes
Belgian coasts between Cape Gris-Nez and the 1928 and 1930.
Scheldt is a clearly distinct concentration of spent
fishes and, as such, appears to be a favourable object IV) A spécial interest is attached to the year-
for the study of the life cycle of the species in the class 1929 attaining in 1933-34, the highest per-
Southern North Sea. It was, therefore, considered centage in our records : 52 %. The initial percen-
expédient to submit the shoal to continuous obser- tage of this class was 24 % in 1932-33, which is
vations during successive years. The times of its also the highsst one recorded at the first appearance
appearance and disappearance and its occurrence in the shoal, except that of the year-class 1931 which
along the coast were noted during the entire season. attained 25 %, in the latest season, 1934-35.
Daily samples of 30 herrings were analysed in order
to follow the variation in abundance, year-class V) The entry into the shoal of the rich 1929
compostion, stades of gonads, weight, length, quan- class had a lowering effect on all other classes in
tity of fat, number of vertebrae, etc., as well as the 1933-34, (balancing of percentages).
weight and value of the total capture and the total Fig. 2 shows what all the class-columns in 1934
calculated number of individuals destroyed. The 35 would have been if the youngest class 1931
results obtalned during the period of the last five had been a poor one with a proportion supposed
years, as far as the percentage of individuals is to have been only 5 %, instead of 25 % ; the class
concerned, are set out in the diagram, which we 1929 instead of sinking from 52 %, down to 40 %,
call the « Biological Scale " of the shoal Fig. l. would still have been at more than 50 %.
Further data are found in the short texts in the VI) The mean weight of one day's capture beingmargin of each of the steps of the scale. More de- the only means of appreciating the abundance of atails will be given in the memoir now in préparation. shoal of coastal spents it appears that the shoal ofFor the présent we shall not go beyond a few pre- 1934 - 35 was the densest on record as shown in the
llminary remarks. table below <
*
Remarks. 1927-28 mean weight of one day's capture 4.739 kg.
1928-29 - » 11.545 ))
I) The composition of the annual steps of the 1929 30 - » 7.802 »Scale shows that each individual year-class is in-
1930-31 - )) 8.338 »
creasing in number up to the fourth year of âge
1931 32 - » 5.225 »and then decreasing more or less rapidly down to
1932 33 - )) 4.514 »
the tenth year. (The very few that are still surviving
1933 34 - » 7.600 »after ten years are not marked in the diagram).
1934-35 - » 14.632 »
II) A class appearing in the shoal with a high
initial percentage at the âge of 3 years 1s likely to Commercially, however, it was one of the worst
increase notably afterwards and to keep a still higher seasons remembered, the average priée per 100 kg. being
as low as 31,52 fr. which is also a record.proportion in the two following years. (See classes
1927 and 1929).
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Biological Scale of Spent-Hemng,
% Î926 1930-31mo/3î79S7 Number of hemngs examined 1.167
50 Mean weight of a day's capture 8.338 kg.Î925 ÎS24- 19ÎÎ Total weight landed in the season ...... 18.360.596kg.
70 7923 Mean value of 100 kg. 71 &.^. .. . .
» < * . 000
:^ Î^LîSSO Total value of the season ............... 13.008.930 fr.. . . 000. » < .< .
Number of individuals destroyed ...... 217.002.545
. . 1 a < 000
1931 32% 193J/3Î7â27 Number of herrings examinée! 783ÎO Î926 Mean weigh of a day's capture 5.225 kg.1924. 1922 Total weight landed in the season ...... 3.383.750kg.19Ï5
10 1928 Î923 Î^9SJ î^ear^ value °f 100 ^-ë- 108 fr.t . » .< . < . .
+-t < » < * * :\ Total value of the season .................. 3.642.806 fr.^000< < <-+ t> 0 0 <. < < .< * . . . Number of individuals destroyed ......... 34.992.241+-f- . » t . a o a. . . .
1932 33
% 1929 Number of herrings examinée! 1.000
30 19Î7 m^/33 Mean weight of a day's capture 4.514 kg.^ Total weight landed m the season ...... 2,673,185 kg.1928 !9Î6 f9?4- Mean value of 100 kg. .. 9a,50 fr.10 ^
+ 4. WÎ6 fi^S m2 Total value ofthe season .................. 2.446.867 fr.
+m -.-^^ Number of individuals destroyed ......... 29.405.035
. .- . * .
4- + . * * » <. » . a
f929%^.50 /
1933 34
W3/3^?/-40 Number of herrings examined 1.479
Mean weight of a day's capture 7.600 kg.
Total weigh landed ïn the season ...... 7.455.800 kg.-30
Mean value of 100 kg. 75 fr.
Total value of the season .................. 5.577.441 fr.
-30 Number of individuals destroyed ...... 76.861.050m?
-10 Î928 ,926 193^-
+ -f-mo W.5 î923+
.a -t- + . . ~ . * ? . .e]
; 9 - '^
% W9
^w 1934-35/
Ï934/35 Number of herrings examined 1.20030
l93f Mean weight of a day's capture 14.632 kg.
Total weight landed in the season ...... 12,322.f390 kg.
sa Mean value of 100 kg. 31,52 fr.
Total value of the season .................. 3.856.044 fr.
-10 ^^w Number of individuals destroyed ...... 123,553.1997930
+ fS135^m+ 4- Number of herrings examined in 5 years : 5.629.
y
f
ffimmnn. .-(_ » . <
Age- III IV v VI VU VIII IX x
group t<
FIG. l. Percentage number of indivuals in each year-class.
lo
% Principal considérations leading to that forecast :19S9 a) The year-class 1929, with a very high per-
-50 y. '/.% centage in the good season 1933-34, is still remar-
kably represented, aged 5 years, in 1934-35, which-40
is the densest concentration recorded, and it 1s%
-30 llkely to come back in notable proportion m 1936
b) Among the aider classes, three have played
-20 an important part in the good season 1930-31
i 79Ï7 and, more reontly, in 1933-34 and 1934-35,-10 1930 Î9SB me9.Î93Ï -t -t 19Z 19S4 and the remnants of thèse générations are not yet§1 +
s + * exhausted.
ff t . .
.£ f f . . .
l^Èt
Age- III IV v VI VII VIII IX x e) The year-class 1931 is arising in the rich
group : year 1934-35 with a high initial percentage fore-
FIG. 2. Showing what would have been the height of each columnboding a stlll higher proportion in the nsxt year.
if the new class 1931 had been only 5 %. This forecast obtains a certain probability from
the fact that it is simply a rational déduction fromVII) Occurrence of the shoal of spents.
the methodical analysis of5 successive shoals.
t
In 1934-35, as was the case in 1933-34, the
Many, however, are the unforeseen events that mayshoal has kept aîl the time far to the west, off
make the most cautious forecast either a satisfactoryCalais and Gris-Nez, and has even penetrated further
success or a complète failure. A thorough comprehen-down into the Channel ; it is likely that their spaw-
sion of the vital cycle of our southern herringning grounds were in the same westerly région. The
mlght impart a greater security to the oracles ofconséquences of this were :
the biologist, but this cycle will never be made out,a) that the smàller kind of boats of the Belgian
nor its mechanism thoroughly understood withoutseaports were prevented from partaking in the fishing
intervention of the hydrographer and the meteoro-for spents, on account of the long distance entailing
logist, and even when it will appear sufficiently
an expense mfuel ; known and understood, their constant collaborationb) that the young herrings born on thèse wes-
will still be needed to find out the unforeseen interly spawning grounds attained the scaly stage
good time for prediction before each of the fishingduring their north-easterly migration before reaching
seasons.the Belgian part of the coast. The result was that
the young breed of herring when reaching the vi-
AU this and many other considérations of purecinity of Ostend was already in the scaly, silvery,
as well as of applied science show well how con-condition, and that very little whitebait was observed
sistent is the scheme of an international surveyat the entrance of Ostend harbour.
of the Intermediate Channel-North Sea Région and
VIII) Prévisions. the necessity of the setting up of a continuous
A. At the end of the season 1934 our forecast Patrol Service in this most interesting area. Mean-
for the season 1934 - 35 was worded like this «AU while we must acknowledge the meritorious efïortst
considered, the prognostic for 1934-35 is in favour made in advance by the British hydrobiologists
of the appearance of an important concentration of BORLEY, CARRUTHERS, DAVIS, DOODSON, HARDY,
spent herrings ». It is worth noticeing that this fore- LUMBY, THURSBY-PELHAM, RUSSELL, SAVAGE, WAL-
cast, based on the high proportion, in 1934, of two LACE, WIMPENNY and others, as well as of thoseJ,
classes which previously had a high percentage in who are studying the movement of water in the
two good years : 1931 and 1934, was entirely suc- near Atlantic, Channel, Central and Nothern North
cessful. Sea and Skagerak. CARRUTHERS' récent paper
B. Our forecast for 1935-36, based mostly on « The Flow of Water through the Straits of
on the study of the âge composition in the biolo- Dover » is of spécial interest with regard to the
gical scale, is as follows : « good season for spent contemplated survey of the area.
herrings with a majority of individuals aged 4 and
6 years ».
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4. -- Season 193S-1936.
Further Observations on Spent Herring with Remarks on
Fluctuations and Oscillation.
COPENHAGUEMAI 1936. l. On the first coordinate, on the left,
are plotted the percentages of each of theSystematic observations on the community of year
groups of the six seasons that have beenspent herring which accumulâtes every year along as yet
under observation, at the time of their firstthe French-Belgian coast have been carried on
uninterruptedly during the fishing seasons of the that is at the âge of 3 years.appearance,
They occupy various positions on "the Une'andlast six years. This community of nearly pure
their _variation during this period of years, mayspent herrings that returns regularly to our coast be called a fluctuation.after the autumn spawnlng to remain for more
than two months in a close vicinity to the shore, 2. If we take the same year-groups on their
second appearance,although very small in comparison with the immense that is in their 4th year of
shoals of the North Sea, offers excellent oppor- âge, we make a similar remark : the figures of all
percentages still occupy différent levels. But theretunities for général biological studies on the species. f
We beg to remind the readers of our previous is a more interesting feature to be noted : that is,
that they are all higher than in the preceding year:papers, that our method consists in the analysis
There is thus a constant increase in the numberof a great number of small samples. Each sample
of herrings on their second migration to our coast.of 25 fishes is obtained from the fishermen on
each of the fishing days of the herring season. No exception to that rule has been observed, up
to the présent.Each herring was submitted to the eight points
of analysis which are now considered classical 3. The right hand part of the graph shows a*
remarkable uniformity in the direction of the Unest
l) length 5) quantity of mesenteric fat of percentages : they all, invariably after the 4th
2) weight 6) âge and growth from scales year of âge, take a sloping direction indi-
3) sex 7) number of vertebrae cating a gradual decrease in the number of herrings
4) stage of gonads 8) content of stomach of each of the successive générations that have
It is intended to proceed with the same work come to our coast after spawning, since the starting
for several years to come and to add yearly one of our regular System of observation.
step to the biological scale of the shoal. As seen in
the diagram, the material collected in the season Forecast for the season 1936-1937.
1936 has been worked out already and a new step
added to the scale. Good shoals may be expected for the following
A général Report on the results of the succes- reasons *t
sive years will be plublished this year, may-be a) the 1931-class which has played an important
next year if the addition of the results of another part in the rich seasons 193^1-1935 and 1935-1936,
year is found expédient. will in 1936-1937 be at the Ërst stage of réduction
For the présent l shall simply call attention to only;
certain peculiarities of the évolution of the year- b) a good remnant of the famous 1929-class
classes that do not appear clearly enough in a is likely to survive ;
columnar biological scale. In diagram n° 2, l have e) the youngest class, 1932, attaining in 1936
drawn a représentation of the variation of percen- the highest percentage hitherto recorded at the first
tages in a différent way : each year-class is taken appearance, will be reaching in 1936-1937, the
separately from its first appearance as fishery material augmentative stage of 4 years.
and its évolution is followed to its extinction or Our diagram n° 2, exposing the fluctuation and
*
near to it. évolution of successive year-groups continously re-
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corded, may be useful for the drawing of forecasts number. External circumstances may thus have been
oncerning^u^ shoal of littoral spents. Possibly partly theregulatins; factorofthe abundance oralso it could be adapted to the prévision of the scarcity of spent herrings in the resting place offuture composition of certain larger communities of our coast.
other kinds of herrings in the North Sea. 2° The cause of the strangely regular osciUation*
in the number of spents, reaching our coast iinTo thèse data l beg to add a few remarks *successive years, appears much more difficult to
concerning the probable cause of the fluctuation of détermine. ^Why do the spawners of any générationthe successive générations and of the strangely con- appear in larger number. as spents, on their second
stant character of the évolution of each of them. .coming to our coast, - that why they
*
1S are
t
1° The causes of fluctuations may be of various constantly more abundant at the âge of 4 years
t
orders .
. than at 3 years ? Why are they always coming in
a) a group may have been poor from its origin, greater number at four years than at three?
as a conséquence of a deficient production of eggs As an attempt to explain this curious fact one
in the ovarires or of unfavourable "external conditions may perhaps accept the following, somewhat risky,
at the time of hatching and first development of hypothesis let us admit thaf, out of the lot of.#
the larvae ; herrings_that have spawned in the southernmost part
b) external conditions prevailing after the spaw- of the Flemish Sea, not all but only a certain num-
ning of the spent herrings may have been such ber come to our coast to recover after the fatiguingas to directly 'faveur, or, conversely, to oppose the opération of spawning, others, being less fatigued,
commg of the spawners to our ' région 'm great are able actively to swin away with the residual
19
current and never touch our coast. The next year, further records, thèse remarks may lead to the
however, as herrings of 4 years, they lay a greater conclusion that variations, either angular or sinusoid,
quantity of eggs and, being more fatigued, they when presenting a certain degree of constancy and
have a stronger tendency to remain in coastel water regularity, are due to causes inhérent to the living
to rest. But, in the 5th year of âge, and after- organism, whilst the causes of irregular or unsettled
wards, they seern to suffer less from the spawning variations of biological phenomena must be looked
and a smaller number of them require a period for preferably in the less regular play of external
of rest in the close vicinity of the coast, the conditions of environment.
stronger ones leaving continuously the spawning A corollary of this conclusion, if Sound, would
grounds and swimming away to other régions. be that one of the most variable of external causes
Meanwhile, the causes of mortality are in action of mortality, the action of the fishery, tremen-
and the number of herrings of each génération is dous as it seems to be, has not yet been able
gradually reduced to complète extinction. to affect the normal biological cycle of the herring,
l submit thèse facts, remarks and déductions to and, as yet, is by no means threatening to the
those of our colleagues who pay spécial attention fishing industry.
to the général question of fluctuations and of their The above explanatory remarks l présent a sa
causes and mechanisms. Personnally, l am of themère working hypothesis for further investigations
opinion that the results of a few more years of and tending simply to show how urgently the
continuous observations are needed before the causes solution of certain biological questions is in need
and mechanism of the fluctuation and of the général of positive data that can only be expected from a
évolution of the successive générations composing continuous survey of the physical and biological
our annual shoal of spent herrings can be deter- conditions in the intermediate région Channel-North
mined with satisfactory précision. If confirmed by Sea.
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1930-31 % 1926
1927Number of herrings examined 1.167 1930-31t . -20
Mean weight ofa day's capture ... 8.338 kg. 1925 '924 1922
Total weight landedin the season ... 18.360.596 kg. 192310 ^f , lMean vahie of 100 kg 71 fr. o o ooo|o 0 0 0<)l . » ^1921* .Total value of the season 13.008.930 fr. \soo o o o 1920
0Number of individuals destroyed . .. 217.002.545
1931 32 %
1927Number of herrings examined 783 1931-32t t t -20 1926Mean weight of a day's capture 5.225 kg. 1924t * 1922
Total weight landed in the season ... 3.383.750 kg. 1925192810 1923 ^Mean value of 100 kg. 108 fr. 1921+ * b-b-b b o]
Total value of the season 3.642 806 fr. ^
v.+. + 1 0000. t .
+ 00000* ~ * <
+. + 0 0 0 Qlj. *^0Number of individuals destroyed . .. 34.992.241
1932 33 %
1929Number of herrings examined 1.000
-20 1927 1932-33Mean weight of a day's capture 4.514 kg. '%
t t t
t * .
Total weight landed in the season ... 2.673.185 kg. 19261928 1924.+
Mean value of 100 kg. 91,50 fr. 10 1925+ .4- 19224
'/, + + 1923Total value of the season 2.446.867 fr. . ». » .% 4- . . oo o o* . .+ + 0000* . . »,Number of individuals destroyed . .. 29.405.035 -0
% 1929
-so y ^^
^
-40
1933 34 1933-34-^
Number of herrings examined 1.479 -30
,1
#t t
Mean welght of a day's capture 7.600 kg.
y
Total weight landed in the season ... 7.455.800 kg. m
* * *
-20 %^
Mean value of 100 kg. 75 fr. 1927
Total value of the season 5.577.441 fr. %-10 1928 1926 1924%
Number of individuals destroyed . .. 76.861.050 -t-'/,_-^+ + 1925 1923+.+. +- 0 0.0 0 0|-0
Age- III IV v VI VII VIII IX x
groups :
Balancing of percentages : number ofindividualsofeachyear-class
in 100 fishes.
FIB. l. Percentage number of individuals in each year-class.
Causes of Fluctuation and of Oscillation. Bot internai and external causes may be inves-
I. Concerning fluctuation l have presented tlgated and used for prognostication when, some
last year at the meeting of this Committee, a few day, a regular System of continuous observations
remarks alluding only to the two sets of possible is organised in the southern part of the Flemlsh
causes of quantitative variation in général : a) in- Sea and in the Eastern Channel.
ternal causes tending to increase or to reduce the As to o scillati o n l have insisted, in a
production of ovarian eggs and the chances of previous note, on the peculiar character of the
success in their fertilization, deposition and fixation quantitative évolution of all générations of our spent
on the bottom of the sea b) external causes herrlngs : each of them presenting a rising, up tot+
physical or biological (température, salinity, pH, the âge of 4 years, immediately followed by a more
plankton, motion of water, meteorological conditions or less regular falling, down to extinction. See
etc.). Thèse may have an action first on the eggs diagram Fig. 2.
and larvae and, later on also, on the displacement, The remarkable constancy of this phenomenon
dispersion and reconcentration of the shoals of leads us to consider it as dépendent on an internai
adults, and their drifting towards the spawning cause, inhérent to the physiology of the fish. The
and fishing grounds, or away from them. fourth year seems to mark the critical âge at which
22
% 1929
40 %% 1934-35.^%)'/,'.
m'A Number of herrings examined 1.200-30 ^ . t *1931 1934-35 Mean weight of a day's capture 14.632 kg.%^1 . * *
'%. Total weight landed in the season ... 12.322.990 kg.-20
Mean value of 100 kg. 31,52 fr.
^ Total value of the season 3.856.044 fr.
-10 Y, 1927
193,0%m1928 Number of indlviduals destroyed . .. 123.553.199^ 1925 192^'/,ï--- + 4-m;î +^-^^ .-^. + -+.^0- »
1935-36
% Number of herrings examined 1.300#. t1931
r-30 1932 Mean weight of a day's capture 11.120 kg.* t *
1929^ 1935-36 Total weight landed in the season ... 8.595.895 kg.
[-20 m Mean value of 100 kg. 62 fr.^1.^ '/
i m'/! Total value of the season 5.328.754 fr.1-10 i% 1927 Number of indivlduals destroyed . .. 81.965.880^ 1930//, 1928
^ 'ï^m
/\
-h 1326 192S
i-o + + t
1936-37
Number of herrings examined 625* t .
% Mean weight of a day's capture 7.319 kg.. t *1932-30 Total weight landed in the season ... 3.132.460 kg.1936-37^ 1929 Mean value of 100 kg. 72 fr.
Total value of the season-20 1933 1931 2.258.225 fr.^ '^
l?? îït ^ 31.211269Number of individuals destroyed . ..0000^000<-10 0000 192s_l927^ ^000(] '<^
oooa§s 1930 1926
0 ^ ^+oop^ij^/\rt_û] K + +
Number of herrings examlned in 7 years : 7.554
Age- III IV v VI VII VIII IX x
groups t
Balancing ofpercentages : number ofindividuals of each-year-class
in 100 fishes.
Fis. l. Percentage number of individuals in each year-class. Forecasts.
mortality, in a group of living organisms, being In 1935-36 our prévisions for 1936-37 were
very high immediately after birth and havmg greatly that good shoals might be expected. Thèse predic-
diminished for a certain period, again becomes tions were based on the fact that two classes,
more intense down to the complète extinction of 1931 and 1929, that had played an important part
the group. in the good season 1934-35, would be présent
The problem ought to be studied in larger with a high percentage, one of them, 1931, being
communities than the small shoal of our coast, only at the first stage of réduction and the other
and attention should be paid to the possibility of being the famous class of 1929 and expected still
outer agencies influencmg either the ascending or to show a good percentage in 1936-37, Beside
the descending part of the oscillation, and it should that, there would be a young class, 1932, appearing
be kept in mind that all figures in our diagrams at 3 years with the highest precentage recorded,
being percentages, a change in one of them mustand entering in 1935-36 the augmentative stage
affect all the others proportionately and inversely. of 4 years of âge.
l have given, in 1931 and 1935 several illustrations Q.ualitatively the prediction was rather
of this phenomenon which l have called « Balan- successful see step 1936-37 in the biological.t
cing of percentages ». It has sometimes escaped scale, Fig. l, although the column of 1931 had
the attention of biologists and led them to erroneous a greater réduction than expected. There was no
conclusions, disagreement concerning percentages.
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But quantitatively, on the other hand, the season The spents were a little more abundant close
was very bad and the forecast was quite wrong. to the shore, in French territorial waters, but there
The density of the shoal was among the lowest also, with drift nets, the only net allowed by
recorded in 7 years of regular observations the French law within the 3-mile limit poor catches4a
mean weight of a day's capture being only 7.319 kg., were the reward to the fishermen.
whilst the season 193ZI-35, in which the two classes This f'ailure of the quantitive forecast is very
1931 and 1929 had played an important part, hadremarkable and instructive. It shows that data taken
the highest record hitherto obtained 14.632 kg. from the percentage only, even when completedtt
for one day's fishing and consequently its shoal with the notion of the density of shoal, are insuffi-
must have been very dense. cient for reliable forecasts. We want information
The fishing in 1936-37 was a failure and, al- about the fate of the shoal of spents after they
though the market priées were high : 72 fr. per have left our shores, and that can scarcely be
100 kg. the fishermen were disheartened and expected except from a continuous service of a
gave up fishing with the herring trawl. complète and periodical scientific survey of the
t
région.
% As a further triai of the value of the method1930 1931 193S 1933 1934 9i5 1936
-30 of percentages, we deduce from the stepi a %Î.C,Ï
e*% 1936-37 of the biological scale, that the new
î3.% shoal of 1937-38 will show a majority of herrlngs-20
\ 1929, - the VIII-group, - and perhaps a good per-of the V and VI-groups with a remnant of year-class15,5.-10 centage of the new 1933-year-class.
Quantitatively, from percentages, the pro-
r
gnostics are rather bad, all classes being, in 19373Ï
0 38, in stages of réduction, except the new class,
FIB. 3. Fluctuation at first appearance of 3-year-old recruits. 1933, which will be in augmentation and may,
perhaps, save the situation.
2S
6. - Season 1937-1938.
Variation oî Year-Classes in an annuel Concentration of Fish.
COPENHAGUE - MAY 1938. The percentage of the latest class, born in 1934,
is rather high 26 %, which is satisfactory as,*Variations in the composition of a shoal of
f
in the past years, a high initial proportion hasfishes dépend either on internai agencies affectlng always prognosticated a good percentage in thethe living organism itself, or on certain changes subsequent years.
occunng mthe environment.
t t
Peculiar conditions observed in the sea may
foretell altérations in the normal composition of Oscillation.
certain fish concentrations, or, inversely, changes Concerning oscillation, let us first remember that
appearing in the composition of a shoal may reveal we have proposed the term as indicating the vana-that, in the past, peculiar conditions must have tion of the percentage in the évolution of o n e
been prevailing either in the constitution of the andthesame génération of fish considered
organism of the fishes or in their environment. over a séries of consécutive years. In the columnarIn fact, the nature and mechanism of the corre- diagram, Fig. l, the oscillation may be followed
lation between actions developing in the sea and from one year to the next by moving one column
qualitative or quantitative changes in the composition from left ta right as one goes down one step.of shoals of fishes are not always easily detected, In the linear diagram, Fig. 2, the oscillation i 1S
as will appear from a few remarks on the work marked by the dotted lines for each of the seven
done by us in late years on spent herrings in the générations that have been under control since the
intermediate région between the Channel and the year 1930.
North Sea.
The two diagrams, Figs. l and 2, show the
In the diagram Fig. l, are exhibited, in the remarkable fact that all year-classes (since the seasonform called a biological scale », the results of con- 1930-1931) in thelr second appearance on thetinuous observations made at Ostend during the coast that is to say at the âge of four yearslast elght years on the remarkable concentration show a higher percentage than at three years. Weof spent herrings that come every winter regulary have tried, last year, to explain this curious fact
to the French-Belgian coast to spend there a period as follows *.
of rest without feeding. The step of 193738
in the biological scale is additional to the diagram « The remarkable constancy of this pheno-of the years 1930 to 1937 présentée! last year to menon leads us to consider it as dépendentthis Committee.
upon an internai cause, inhérent to the physio-
logie of the fish. The fourth year seems to markFluctuation.
the critical âge at which mortality in a group
The superposition of the annual blocks in the of living organisms, being very high immediately
first column on the left side of the scale, Fig. l, after birth and having greatly diminished for
when followed from 1927, above, downwards toa certain period (until the fourth year in the case
1938, shows the fluctL(ation in the concentration of herring), again becomes more intense down to
of three-year-old herrings considered at the time the complète extinction of the group ».
of their first appearance in the wintering station. This year, however, we find for the first time a
The same fluctuation is also clearly shown in the peculiar feature in the oscillation of one brood of
linear diagram Fig. 2, first vertical line on the spents, i. e., the young class borp in 1933. Being
left side. The fluctuation figures for the following now one year older than in the last season it ought
years are pointed on the next five vertical Unes to have shown a higher percentage than atits*
on the right. first appearance in 1936-1937.
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1930 31 % 1926
1927Number of herrings examined 1.167 1930-31-20
Mean weight of a day's capture 8.338 kg. 1925 '924 1922Total weight landed in the season 18.360.596 kg. -10 1923 X
Mean value of 100 kg. 71 fr. 0 0 000|l 1921\o o o o<j
Total value of the season 13.008.930 fr. oo a o o]^ 1920t < l '-0 0 D 0 0(1Number of individuals destroyed ...... 217.002.545
9
1931 32 °/0
1927
Number of herrings examined 783 1931-32-20 1926Mean wight of a day's capture 5.225 kg. 1924
1922Total weight landed in the season 3.383.750 kg. 19251928 s.ss^t t * -10 1923 \Mean value of 100 kg. 108 fr. ^ 192)\J4 l * \1
-t. + oo o o°t^s^
Total value of the season 3.642.806 fr, 0 0 0 Olja
< *vf
+
t 00000]
+. +-0- 0 0 Q Q(]Number of individuals destroyed 34.992.241
1932 33 %
1929Number of herrings examined 1.000
-20 1927 1932-33//Mean weight of a day's capture 4.514 kg. '/,
/
%1928Total welght landed in the season 2.673.185 kg. 1926a 1924.* . * +Mean value of 100 kg. 91,50 fr. 10 + + 1925 1922+ 1923Total value of the season 2.446.867 fr. + -t- ^"*^^"^~1
+^ +
/ . l t+ .<
Number of individuals destroyed 29.405.035 ^0
. > *
% 1929
-50 //,
1933 34
-40
Number of herrlngs examined 1,479 1933-3^
Mean weight of a day's capture 7.600 kg. -30
Total weight landed in the season 7.455.800 kg.. *
Mean value of 100 kg. 75 fr. 'A-20
a 1927Total value of the season 5.577.441 fr.Number of individuals destroyed 76.861.050
-10 1928 1926 1924'm -k
1930 1925% 1923^ + -t-YÂ ->.J^ + +1 0 û 0
L
% 1929
1934-35 4.0
Number of herrings examined 1.200 ^
Mean welght of a day's capture 14.632 kg. 30 '/,1931 1934-35Total weight landed in the season 12.322.990 kg. %^* * *
%Mean value of 100 kg. 31,52 fr. -20 '%
Total value of the season 3.856.044 fr. i'/
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Instead of this we find that its percentage is 2. They ma y exert an immedia :e influence
distinctly lower ; it has fallen from 15.5 % in 1936 over the then living spent herrings and either
1937 down to 12 % in 1937-1938. Its oscillation drive them in great numbers towards the coast
line in the diagram Fig. 2, instead of bending or lead them away from it.
upwards as might be expected, takes a downward In both cases the fluctuation of the herrings
direction. in their usual resting station on the coast will be
It will be interesting in future seasons to follow affected in one way or the other.
the fate of the class 1933 and to investigate the The low mean weight of a day's capture in
cause of its low percentage appearing at the very 1937-38 seems to be in corrélation with the parti-
time when an increase was expected and to see cular conditions of wind and currents as observed
whether this réduction is final in the évolution on the « Sandettié » lightship during the period
of this class or will be mended next year by a December 1937 February 1938. See the article
belated addition of herrings then m their fifth by Dr. CARRUTHERS in the Appendices.
year of âge ? As to oscillation, we do not see how it
This seems to show that the rule of an increase could be directly affected by external actions.
of the percentage in a concentration of fishes be- Changes in température, salinity, pH, wind, mo-
tween their third year of âge and the fburth is tion of water, plankton, etc., may very well have an
not an unbreakable law, and that certain accidentai influence on the total shoal of fishes living in a
causes may interfere with the normal play of hydro- limited région and so affect the fluctuation in
graphical and biological phenomena. a succession of years. But no deviation from the
Peculiar conditions prevailing in the sea may normal play of natural forces could exert a se le e -
act on the fluctuation of fishes in two diffe- tive action on one particular brood and affect
rent ways : - its percentage separately in the composition of the
annual concentration all year-classes in the shoalt*
l. They may have an influence on the spawningwould be affected at the same time and their pro-
and hatching of the eggs and the welfare of the portion would remain unchanged under the law of
young larvae, and so afïèct the abundance of the the balancing of percentages. The density of the
new génération which will appear in the third concentration might be altered, but not the percen-
subsequent year, as spents, after their first tage of any of the classes : the oscillation line, no
»
spawningseason. other trouble arising, would suffer no deviation.
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We may conceive, however, that an entire year- pected that the class 1933, just appeared with a
class might be affected by a pathological or conge- passable initial percentage of 15,5 % and supposed
nital predisposition, and so be liable to suffer from to be in its augmentative stage, would also supply
an altération in the environment more deeply than a passable percentage. In fact, however, thls was not
the other classes in the shoal. But that very sensi- the case and the unusual réduction of class 1933
tiveness would be the effect of internai peculiarl- in its 4th year was a surprise.
ties or dispositions and the external actions would For the season 1938-1939 is not possible seri-
be only accessory in the réduction of the number ously to draw a forecast, seven of the year-classes
of the units. being already in their réduction stage, including
Thèse remarks lead us to the conclusion that 1933 that ought to have been in augmentation.
whllst affected by external actions prevailing in the We may expect that the remnant of the class
environment, the o s ci 11 a 11 o n of each particular 1934, then aged 4 years, will predominate, unless
age-class is dépendent on in ernalorganic 1933 should show a not less unusual belated en-
conditions. richment in units.
Quantitatively, there is no sign of a favourable
Forecasts. fishing season and we can only wish for the fisher-
men that favourable meteorological and hydrogra-
As predicted in 1937, the concentration of 1937 phical conditions will prevall in the spawning
1938 has shown a still good proportion of herrings grounds of the SW. and drive plenty of spent
of 5 and 6 years, with an important remnant of herrings towards Gris-Nez and Ostend.
the remarkable class 1929. Besides that it was ex-
a


